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Abstract. The foundation of "inner-outer" expansions and

allied methods is examined. Two limit definitions (both yielding

Kaplun's extension theorem) are compared in regard to double

limit asymptotics.

1. Introduction. The great practical usefulness ([l]-[4]) of "inner-

outer" or "matched asymptotic" approximations and allied methods has

created interest ([5]-[7]) in the mathematical concept of Kaplun limits.

The following is an attempt to clarify the concept and some difficulties

associated with it. Two definitions (§2) will be compared: that of [6] and

a broader one which may, perhaps, be closer to that envisioned by Kaplun

[5]. It is first established that Kaplun's extension theorem holds for the

latter, so that the definition is consistent with the techniques of matched

asymptotic expansions. The applicability of the limit process is not limited

to matched asymptotic expansions, however; it has been applied to non-

linear problems of physical importance ([6], [8]) involving asymptotic

approximations to solutions valid for large values of a variable and small

values of a parameter. The limit definition presented here is formulated

in order to establish a useful connection between such double limits and

suitable families of Kaplun limits in which the variable and parameter

tend to their respective limits simultaneously. The connection is found to

necessitate the understanding of the sense of approximation in an appro-

priate rr. anner.

2. Kaplun limits. Let e be a positive real parameter, and x a variable

in Rn with Euclidean norm |jc|. Let F be a function, defined for e e (0, 1]

and on some domain of x-space with pointwise norm ||F||. Typically, F

might be a vector-valued function defined by a system of differential

equations, and our interest is in the limit e|0. This limit may be singular;

for example, it may result in the loss of the highest order derivatives in a
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differential equation, and a corresponding inability to satisfy all the

boundary conditions. For simplicity we will assume that x=0 is the

only singularity, and then the essential idea of the Kaplun limit is to

study the limit ej,0 not for fixed x near jc=0, but for x tending to the

singular point in a definite relationship to e, specified by a "stretching"

transformation

xô = x/<5(e),       Gixa ; s) = Fix ; e),

with ô(e) a positive continuous function on (0, 1]. (To avoid prohibitive

generality, it is assumed that near x=0, Fdepends primarily on |jc|, so that

the single stretching scale (5(e) suffices.) Two definitions of the limit

process follow.

Definition A. If the function G(xs\ +0) = limE j0 G(xa; e) exists uni-

formly on{^| \xs\>0}, then define lirn¿F(x; e)=C7(x¿; +0). ("Uniformly"

refers to approach to the limit uniformly for |x¿|>0 [6].)

Definition B. If for all closed intervals [>'i,j'g]c:(0, oo), the function

Gixd; +0)=lime j0 G(xá; e) exists and is approached uniformly on the set

{xs | \xs\ e [yuyzÜ, then Um¡F(x; s)=Gixô; +0).

Definition A is that of Meyer [6]. The less restrictive Definition B will

be adopted in the following. There are indications in [5] that Kaplun had

B rather than A in mind. The more informal notation

lim     Fixais); e),
Ejo,n¿ fixed

which some readers may find easier, is also encountered.

Consider now the collection Í2 of all positive continuous functions y(e)

of the single variable e, defined on (0, 1], and separate them into equiv-

alence classes ord y defined [5] by

ord y =   ¡pie) e Q,
<P(e) )

lim-exists and is different from 0!.
eio y(e) !

A partial ordering is constructed on these by defining ord yx <ord y2 if and

only if lim£. 0 iy A¿) I y 2ie))=0.
The division into equivalence classes is motivated by the expectation

that the limit definition be essentially independent of the choice of repre-

sentative of any class, so that if lim¿ F exists and ord y=ord <p, then

lim,, F=\imö F. However, due to the explicit dependence of the function

lim,, F on the stretched variable xs, the two limits can only be shown to

have the same trace. For the application discussed here, the following

weaker statement, proved in the appendix, is sufficient.

Lemma 1.   If lims F=0 and ord y=ord ó, then V\my F=0.
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3. Extension theorem. A topology can be introduced on the collection

of order classes ([5], [6]); that of Meyer will be adopted here. A set S of

order classes is said to be convex if ord ôu ordô2eS, and ordó^

ord 0<ord <52 together imply that ord 0 e S. A set £ is said to be convex-

open if it is convex and if ord 6 e S implies the existence of elements

ordy, ord ô e S such that ord y<ord 0<ord ô. It is readily shown

that the convex-open sets constitute a basis for a topology on the order

classes.

By contrast, a set 5 is said to be a closed interval if it is convex and

possesses particular elements ord t31; ord ô2 such that ord o^ord 0 and

ord 0^ord ô2 for every ord 0 e S. We will also have occasion to use the

notation Ry, the right set of ord y [6], defined as i?y={ord 0¡ord y<ord 0}.

The structure of the space of order classes shows the number of different

Kaplun limits to be very large. In many cases, however, they fall naturally

into families such that the distinctions between different limits in the same

family are not substantial [6]. This motivates the

Definition. H(x; e) is a A(e)-approximation to F(x; e) on a convex set

S shall mean lima IIA-^F-tf^O for all ord ô e S.
That these definitions are consistent with the principle of matched

asymptotic expansions is established by the following

Theorem (Extension). If H is a ¡^.-approximation to F(x; e) on a

closed interval S0, then it is so also on an open set S^> S0.

Proof. It suffices to prove the statement for sets S0 consisting of a

single order class, and by suitable renaming of the variable we may assume

that 5'0={ord 1}. Let In denote the interval [1/n, «]. Then the hypothesis

is that there is a positive sequence en such that w=\\A~1(F— H)\\<l/n

whenever x e In and £^£„. Without loss of generality, it may be assumed

that {£„} decreases monotonically to zero.

Let/and g be continuous monotone functions satisfying /(«„)= l/(n— 1)

and g(en)=n— 1. Clearly ord/<ord Kordg. Define

S = {ord 0 | ord/ < ord 0 < ord g},

and let ord ô e S.

Now let the interval /=[vi,y^^fi, °o) be given, with xôel. Since

ord ô e S, there exists an integer N=N(0 such that for e<eN, ô(s)>

(lly\)f(e) and a(e)<(l¡y2)g(e). For any n>N, let £ be given such that

0<£<£„. Then there is an integer p—0 such that sn+p+1-^E^en+]¡ since

{£„} decreases monotonically to zero. Hence

x = xd<5(£) > >>,(!/>>,)/(£) ̂f(en+p+1) = ll(n + p)
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and

x = xá(5(e) < y¿lly,)g(e) ^ gisn+P+1) = n + p,

so that x e In+P, while s^en+P. Thus w<l/(«+/)), and limÄ w=0.

4. Double limits. We now turn to a somewhat different context,

involving the application of Kaplun limits to asymptotic approximation of

solutions to nonlinear partial differential equations, valid for large

values of one of the independent variables t and small values of a param-

eter e. This has been discussed by Meyer in [6]. The situation envisaged is

one in which the limit e->-0 yields a simpler problem for which the

asymptotic behavior of solutions as /-»-co can readily be analysed, whereas

the physically more meaningful sequence of the (generally noncommuta-

tive) limits is just the reverse, involving asymptotics in / for fixed, small

positive values of e. Indeed, in [1], with t representing time and e a small

amplitude, or in [8], with t representing distance and e a wave number,

the former sequence of limits has the effect of precluding all but trivial

solutions, while the latter is not readily analysed. A possibly successful

compromise is to evaluate the limits simultaneously, by the replacement

of the lim^o Km,..,» with a suitable family of Kaplun limits. Of course,

the functions studied are not expected to tend to proper limits as r->-co,

but rather to approach simpler functions of t, so that the following

notation for asymptotic approximation will be useful.

Definition. Write ç>=lim*_>a. y> to order A to indicate that fix) is an

asymptotic approximation to fix), correct to order A(x) inclusive, as

x-^x0; i.e., ||A~1(<3c—■y)||-*0 as x^»x0. When no order is specified, it is to

be understood that the approximation is correct to order unity.

The connection between the double limit and the Kaplun limit may then

be phrased as:

Lemma 2A. If h is a Aie)-approximation to fit; e) in a right set Ry,

then « is also an asymptotic approximation, correct to O(A) inclusive, to

limf^^fas e--0,fior all sufficiently large t.

This is the form presented by Meyer, in conjunction with the more

restrictive Definition A. With that definition, however, it can be shown

(Appendix) that in fact « converges uniformly to/as e->-0 for all / greater

than some constant T0>0, and so the intermediary lim*/is unnecessary.

The alternative Definition B presented above was motivated by the desire

to avoid this conclusion, which represents unusually good fortune in the

selection of the approximating function h.

On the other hand, if Definition B is used, Lemma 2A is false. As a

counterexample, consider fit; e)=exp(—et). An e"-approximation to /
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is given by h(t; e)=e"+1, valid in the right set of ord 1/e. For fixed £>0,

IimJLC0/=r("+1>, correct to 0(t~n). But

A-1 (A - Hm*/)   = \e-n(en+1 - r(B+1,)| = |e - £-"Hn+1,|

and there is no To>0 such that the last expression tends to zero as £->0

for fixed t>T0.

To formulate a valid conjecture, we note that for the situation considered

in [1], the limit £J0 for fixed t does not necessarily have direct physical

relevance; no sequence of experiments with £ tending to zero will actually

be carried out. The principal concern is to characterize the ultimate, as

opposed to transient, behavior in time for fixed, small e. Hence the

significance of the right set for the approximation A is that two experi-

menters, using different values of the parameter e, will both ultimately

observe the behavior described by h; one may have to wait longer than

the other.

This approximation concept may be expressed as:

Definition. h(t; e) is an eventual ¡\(e)-approximation to l\mf_xf(t ; e)

as £^0 means that, given any a>0, a number Ax>0 and positive function

T-a(e) on (0, Ax] exist such that 0<s<Aa and t>Tx(e) imply

A-1(A(r;c)-lim*/(i;e))| < «•

The relation between double limit and single Kaplun limit can then be

formulated as:

Lemma 2B. h(t; s) is a ¡S.(e)-approximation to f(t; e) on a right set if,

and only if, it is an eventual ^-approximation to lim^^/as £—»-0.

Proof.    See Appendix.

It is important to note that the approximation A is not an asymptotic

approximation in the usual sense. For fixed e, the approximation does not

necessarily improve as r—>-co.

[Acknowledgement: The author is indebted to Professor R. E. Meyer

for many helpful discussions, and to Dr. D. Fremlin for improvements

suggested. The work was supported by the Mathematics Research Center,

U.S. Army, under a predoctoral Fellowship.]

Appendix.

1. Proof of Lemma 1. Let [ji,>'2]c:(0, oo). It must be shown that

F(xyy(e); e)-*0 uniformly for \xy\ e [ft./s]. Since ord y=ord ô, there

exists a constant B>0 such that x0 = (y(e)¡o(e))xy—>-Bx., as e-»-0. Thus

for some £0>0,  \xy\ e [yuy2]=>\xô\ e [(BI2)y\, (3BI2)y2] for all £<£0.
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Since   limaF=0,   F(x¿á(e); e) = F(xyy(e); e)->-0    uniformly   for   \x¿\ e

[iB/2)yi, i3BI2)y2], and hence for \xy\ e [yltyt].

2. Lemma. Under the conditions of Lemma 2A iand using Definition A),

there exists T0>0 such that h converges to f uniformly on t^.T0.

Proof.   The hypothesis is that lime || A~1(./"—/r)|j =0 for 6 e Ry.

Let <5 e Ry be such that <5(e) is positive, monotone increasing as e|0.

Let T0=(5(l), and let w(t; E) = \\A-1if-h)\\. Then, by Definition A,

lim¿w=0 implies the existence of a positive sequence An decreasing

monotonically to zero as «-»-co such that given any t¿>0, H'(í¿o(e); e)< 1/n

if only e^An.

Now fix tzL\T0. Let /¿(e) = //<5(e); fa(e)>0 since 0(e) is positive. Hence

wit; e)=vf(/á(e)á(e); e)<l/« if e<An, and it follows that w(t; e)-*0 as

ejO, uniformly in r^T0.

3. Proof of Lemma 2B. (=>) Suppose the conclusion is not valid.

Then there exist an <x>0 and a sequence {e,,} tending monotonically to

zero as n-»-oo such that WA^ieJihit; en)—lim*fit; e,,))^«. for /=

£4(«B)> k=l,2,- ■ ■ , and Uk(e„y-+cc as ¿-»-co.

From the definition of lim*, there exist numbers V(e„) such that

-Hej{f(r,e„)-üm*f(t¡e„)\ < a/2   for all ( > V(e„).

Since Ukie„)^>-co as k-*ao, there are integers k„ such that Ukien)> K(e„)

for all k^.k„. Hence

\\A->ien)(hit; e„) -fit; e„))\\ > a/2    if t = Uk{en), k ^ kn.

Let ord <5 e Ry. Again using t/i.(e„)-»-co, we find integers rn\%kn such

that <5(e„)5l(/r (e„). Let 0 be a continuous function of e increasing mono-

tonically without bound as e—»0, and satisfying Ö(e„)=6'rii(e„). Since

Hm,\9(6(e)fô(e))*0,OTàBeRr
It follows that for n= 1, 2, • • • ,

|!A-Ke„)(«(0(e„); e„) -/(0(e„); e„))|| ^ a/2,

so that limfl HA-^/i—/)||^0 (it may not even exist). Thus /) is not a

A-approximation to/for ord 6 e /?,,, a contradiction.

(<=) Without loss of generality, we may assume that ^(e) is monotone

increasing as a|0. Let {a,,} be a positive sequence decreasing monotoni-

cally to zero, and let 7(e) be a continuous monotone function satisfying

Let ord 6 e Ry, and choose an arbitrary positive integer « and interval

[yu v>2]c(0, 00). Then there exists an integer Ni)\,y.¡) such that / =

^ö(e)>y(e)^rin(a„) if t„ e [y\, yj, n>N, and e^A^. Consequently,
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for such te, n, and e,

I ̂ \e)(h(0(e); e) - Urn*f(t„6(e); e)\ I < «„.
II \ «-œ /Il

By definition of lim*, there exists a positive function V(e) such that

\\f(t; £)-lim*/(,; £)||<£A(£) if />F(£). Thus ord ô e Rv, tte\yuy¿
implies the existence of A(yx, y2) such that t = tôô(e)> V(e) if e<A, and

thus

I A-\e)(f(tsô(e)\ £) - Hm*f(tsô(e);e)) I < £•
II V í^00 / Il

Hence, let Rv be a right set contained in RvC\Rr, and let. ord p e Rv.

Then

IIA-^XAO^); e) - f(t,Ae);s))\\ <<xn + s   if t/i e [>>„ yj,

for all sufficiently large n and sufficiently small £, i.e., lim,, ||A_1(/—A)||=0

and A is a A-approximation to/in Rv.
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